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THE WORLD HAS CHANGED
Inflation is on everyone’s mind, and its effects certainly ripped through the financial markets in Q1. As of this writing,
nearly every market is down. On the stock side, the S&P 500 is -8.1%, the Nasdaq is -15.1%, and the Russell 2000 small cap
index is -11.5%. Bonds are actually down more than the S&P (-9.1% for the aggregate bond index), no longer the stable
source of income that investors need. Have we seen the death of the 60/40 portfolio?

We believe we are at a pivotal moment in economic history, and inflation is not the only headwind we are facing. The
graphic below illustrates how the strength of the markets over the last 40 years was driven by a number of factors.
Throughout this time period, inflation, taxes and interest rates were all decreasing, debt exploded as credit loosened, and
demographics were very favorable (as the baby boomers were in their most productive years). Fed policies were also incredibly accommodative over this time period. It’s no wonder that growth stocks have vastly out-performed value stocks
of late. This was particularly true over the last five years, as the Fed’s accommodative policies became the single largest
tailwind to the markets.
Before we dive into the ugly details, we do want to point out that there are reasons for optimism, particularly for small
cap investors. The second half of the commentary speaks to this.
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Emerging headwinds
The tailwinds that drove the bull market in stocks (and bonds) over the past 40 years have gradually been shifting to
headwinds. We want to explore these themes more closely, and we will address each of the categories mentioned
above:
1. Inflation
2. Interest rates
3. Taxes
4. Credit (Debt)
5. Demographics
6. Fed policy
And then we will discuss where small caps fit into all this and how you can not only survive but thrive in the coming
environment of economic headwinds.
1. Inflation
We have not seen meaningful inflation since the early 1980s. Disinflationary environments are typically seen as “risk-on”
periods, as long duration assets (like high growth tech stocks) are seen as more valuable. This trend has clearly changed
in 2022.

2. Interest rates
Rates typically trend with inflation, as rate hikes are one of the primary tools used to fight inflation. Rates have been at
historic lows for much of the past 10 years, as the Fed was too busy fighting deflation to worry about inflation. But the
10year Treasury has doubled in the past 6 months, and the Fed seems committed to hiking rates into the foreseeable
future. This will be challenging for stocks and terrible for bonds.
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3. Taxes
Taxes are a contentious political topic. But the reality is tax rates have declined steadily over the past 40 years. The US
corporate tax rate has declined by about 40% since 1980. It’s hard to imagine this will remain the case as federal deficits
soar and Congress looks for a way out.

4. Credit (Debt)
This one will surprise nobody. The federal debt as a % of GDP is projected to rise next year to the largest amount ever
recorded, including the WWII period. What does surprise some is that this is a bipartisan issue. The only time in the past
40 years we had a (tiny and brief) surplus was 23 years ago, at the peak of the tech bubble. All of the wars since Vietnam
have effectively been “credit card wars. Quantitative tightening and inflation are two of the only ways to chisel away at
this debt load, and both are bad for economic growth.
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5. Demographics
The largest wave of births in US history occurred between 1946-1964, during the post-World War II “baby boom.” These
people were at their most productive over the past 30-40 years but began retiring about 10 years ago, so you might say
we’re about halfway through this trend. But the mass retirement of the boomer generation accelerated even faster over
the past two years because of Covid. The net effect of this will be a slowdown in growth, as this generation spends less
money on houses, cars and vacations and more on prescription meds, shifting from net contributors to social security &
Medicare to net users of those services.
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6. Fed Policy
If you’re wondering if the Fed’s policies have really propped up the markets, have a look at the correlation between the
Fed’s balance sheet and the stock market. Much of the money printed over the past decade has gone directly into the
markets. This has fueled the widening divide between the top 1% of Americans and the bottom 50%.

Bringing it all together
All of the powerful forces we have outlined are
turning into headwinds. Inflation has burst onto
the scene over the past year. Interest rates are
rising. Tax rates may be safe if the Republicans
take control of Congress (as expected), but for
how long? Boomers are retiring and becoming a
net negative for economic growth. The debt is
completely out of control, and the Fed appears
to be tightening into an economic slowdown.
As Crash Davis famously said to his coach midgame during a team meeting on the mound,
“We’re dealing with a lot of sh*t.”
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Where do small caps fit in?
As appealing as it may be to just go to cash, you have to stay invested if you want to keep up with inflation. Stocks are the
highest returning asset class and should not be abandoned. And small caps have historically out-performed large caps
over the long term, by approximately 2% per year (see below).

But the fact is, small caps have lagged large caps by an average of 3.3% per year over the past decade. The S&P has
delivered an incredible 16.5% over the past 10 years (!!), compared to 13.2% for the Russell 2000. There were of course
reasons for this. We saw peak globalization during the last decade, which benefits large international companies more
than smaller domestic ones, and over the past 5 years we’ve seen a flight to Big Tech. The combined Tech/Comm Services
sectors represent just 17.4% of the Russell 2000, versus 33.4% for the S&P 500. If 2022’s technology weakness continues,
small caps stand to fare well in comparison.
And we do have some relevant reference points from the past. During the blow-off top of the late 1990s tech bubble
(1996-1999), large caps out-performed small caps by a whopping 14.5% per year (S&P 27.6% vs RUT 13.1%). But over the
next 4 years (1999-2003), small caps outperformed by an average of 9.2% per year (RUT +3.9% vs S&P -5.3%).
And while large caps have typically done better than small caps during periods of economic expansion, small caps have
done better during periods of economic distress. See below.
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And of course, there’s our favorite point….
Not all small caps are the same! Much of the Russell 2000 is overleveraged and unprofitable, not exactly well positioned
for an economic downturn. Our approach puts quality first, focusing on high and sustainable ROIs, above average sales
growth, low debt and little/no credit risk. We believe in profitable growth, not growth at any cost. And our approach has
paid off. Since the inception of this strategy in December 2015, we have outperformed the Russell 2000 by 2.7% per year,
at 13% less risk. This has resulted in an annualized Alpha of 4.7%.
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Q1 REVIEW
Small caps, like all equity markets, had a terrible start to the year in Q1, and the losses have continued into Q2. For the
first three months, the Russell 2000 was -7.5% and the Russell 2000 Growth index was -12.6%. Our strategy compared
very favorably at -3.6%. Our focus on quality growth and low relative beta has continued to pay off, as it has for the full
6yr track record.
As we mentioned in the Q4 commentary, we have been “accused” of being a growth strategy in the past, but we think
you’ll agree that the proof is in the pudding. We consider ourselves a high quality, “core” strategy. Yes, the sales growth
rates of our stocks are above average, but our valuation multiples are in-line with the index (particularly on a PEG basis).
And we do not speculate, which seems to be a key feature of growth strategies these days.

PERFORMANCE
Once again, we saw broad representation amongst the top winners and losers this quarter. We added ENPH to the
portfolio after its large sell-off and also added to our existing ETSY position (also after the sell-off). We did not sell out of
any of our holdings during Q1, as we believe our portfolio is generally undervalued and well positioned.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Please see the end of this article for additional information.
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FULL TRACK RECORD
Our strategy crossed the 6yr mark last quarter, and it’s been a good six years. We outperformed the Russell 2000 in 4 of
those 6 years, and on a cumulative basis we are well ahead of our benchmarks, at lower risk. Our annualized return since
inception is 12.9%, versus 10.2% for the Russell 2000. The Russell growth index has delivered a 9.5% return with a much
higher standard deviation. And the risk-adjusted Russell 2000 (which assumes the Russell 2000 has the same standard
deviation as our strategy) has an annualized return of just 9.1% over this period.
TOP TEN HOLDINGS
Our median market cap is approx. $4.5 billion. As of March 31, 2022, the top 10 holdings are as follows:

APPROACH

The strategy uses a “Growth At A Reasonable Profile” approach, which basically means we are not speculative. Just like
you’ve come to expect from us in the large cap space, our focus is on quality first. But in the small cap space, we are just
as open to growth and momentum stocks as we are value stocks. A “reasonable profile” means the business must be
established and already profitable, earning returns above its cost of capital. Beyond these simple parameters, we look for
companies that are leaders in their industries, expanding rapidly (2-3x the market), and consistently beating expectations
for growth.
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Portfolio Construction
Our strategy is well diversified, with a max position size of 6% and broad representation across sectors. We believe in long
term value creation based on a disciplined capital allocation process. A handful of lucky concentrated bets is not the path
to achieving long-term goals. We target companies with market caps between $500 million and $3 billion and have a
below average portfolio turnover profile.

Fundamental Analysis
Fundamentals come first. Always. But we also incorporate technical analysis into our investment process, to provide key
downside/support levels and also to provide confirmation of buy/sell signals. Small-cap stocks can be volatile and
technical analysis provides information into position sizing, entry and exit decisions and can trigger due diligence reviews.

We’d like to highlight one of our core portfolio holdings (LITE) to demonstrate our investment approach. Lumentum (LITE)
manufactures optical and photonic products for the communications sector, enabling the transmission of video, audio &
text data over high capacity fiber optic cable. It is a market leader and a very profitable business that is growing 10-12%
per year. The company has impressive momentum in its Cash Flow ROIs and a great track record of positive earnings
revisions.
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Van Hulzen Asset Management (VAM) is a SEC registered investment advisor located in El Dorado Hills, CA. VAM and its
representatives are in compliance with the current registration requirements imposed upon registered investment advisors by
those states in which VAM maintains clients. VAM may only transact business in those states in which it is registered or qualifies
for an exemption or exclusion from registration requirements. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. The results
achieved by individual clients will vary and will depend on a number of factors including the particular underlying stock and its
dividend yield, option market liquidity, interest rate levels, implied volatilities, and the client's expressed return and risk
parameters at the time the service is initiated and during the term. This presentation is not intended for the giving of
investment recommendation to any single investor or group of investors and no investor should rely upon or make any
investment decisions based solely upon its contents. All returns are shown net of fees. The indices shown are for informational
purposes only and are not reflective of any investment. As it is not possible to invest in the indices, the data shown does not
reflect or compare features of an actual investment, such as its objectives, costs and expenses, liquidity, safety, guarantees or
insurance, fluctuation of principal or return, or tax features. The Russell 2000 Index is a small-cap stock market index of the
bottom 2,000 stocks in the Russell 3000 Index. The index is maintained by FTSE Russell, a subsidiary of the London Stock
Exchange Group. The Russell 2000 Growth Index is a subset of the securities found in the Russell 2000. As of this writing, there
were approximately 1,150 securities in the Russell 2000 Growth Index. The stocks included in the growth index are selected
based on a "probability" of growth as measured by their Institutional Brokers' Estimate System (I/B/E/S) forecast of mediumterm growth (2 year), and sales per share historical growth (5 year). The Strategy involves risk including the possible loss of
principal. There is no assurance that the Strategy will achieve its investment objectives. The S&P 500 Index consists of 500
stocks chosen for market size, liquidity, and industry group representation. It is a market-value weighted index (stock price
times number of shares outstanding), with each stock's weight in the Index proportionate to its market value. It is widely used
as a benchmark of U.S. equity performance. Standard deviation is a statistical measurement of volatility risk based on historical
returns.
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